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Who is 
the Holy Spirit?

And What Does He Do for Us?

Kids are taught quite a bit about God and Jesus. But the Holy Spirit will probably have them 
scratching their heads. Is he a being? Does he have a personality? What is his job?

The Holy Spirit is one of the most important Bible characters. And yet very little is taught 
about him. He’s a little mysterious — but not beyond comprehension. He’s amazing in ways 
that even kids can understand!

This package of lessons and related activities will keep kids thinking and learning for a month — 
and understanding a lot more about this dear friend, our very special and singular Holy Spirit.

What this Package will Teach
A month’s worth of lessons focus on great analogies that help kids understand that the Holy 
Spirit is a great friend and wise counselor. For example, Lesson 1 uses a smartphone to show 
that the Holy Spirit gives us a direct connection to God and Jesus. Lesson 2 uses a bedsheet to 
demonstrate how the Holy Spirit adds an extra layer of protection to our lives.

Scriptures and activities support that message directly, so that by the end of the month, kids 
should understand the concept of the Holy Spirit well —mystery solved! 

What’s Included in this Series
You’ll find everything you need to teach about the Holy Spirit for a month, keeping kids 
engaged and excited:

• Four lessons with teacher’s words are in bold to help make delivery a cinch

• Four games to reinforce the lesson’s message

• Four crafts that also reinforce the lesson and require only what’s in the average Sunday 
school supply closet

• Four scripture verses featured, one in each lesson
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• Four worksheets for take-home or extra time 
at the beginning or end of class.

• Plus, we are including a special section on 
Tough Questions Kids Ask about the Holy 
Spirit just in case you have a student who 
wants to ask questions beyond what you’re 
teaching! Kids deserve to have their questions answered, and as the Holy Spirit can be 
a little challenging, we want you to have what you need.

Enjoy this series!
As your students work through this series, they view the Holy Spirit as a protector, guide, 
and comforter - just like he is presented in the scriptures! By the time the series is fin-
ished, they will feel like they have a new friend for life!
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Tough Questions 
Kids Ask

About the Holy Spirit

Q: Is the Holy Spirit a person like Jesus?

A: The Holy Spirit is a spirit. Jesus is a person; the Holy Spirit is the spirit of God and Jesus. He 
allows us to feel and respond to God and Jesus. However, he is a personal being, not an 
impersonal thing.

Q: The pastor says the Holy Spirit is the third member of the Trinity� What’s the Trinity?

A: The Trinity is the name for the combination of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The Trinity is 
hard to understand because we only worship one God, and yet the Trinity says God is three 
in one. To understand the Trinity better, think of a cake. It contains eggs, flour, and butter. 
It is one cake, but all three ingredients are present. Matthew 28:19 teaches us to baptize in 
the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. This is a reference to the Trinity, or Triune God.

Q: Can we see the Holy Spirit?

A: No — he does not have a body. God the Father has taken on human form at specific points in 
the Bible, and Jesus is the human-being manifestation of God. However, there is no scrip-
ture that says the Holy Spirit ever took on human form.

Q: Was the Holy Spirit always there?

A: Yes. The Holy Spirit was sent to all who believe, beginning on the day of Pentecost. How-
ever, he was present in many Old Testament circumstances — including creation! Genesis 
1:2 says this: The earth was without form and void, and darkness was over the face of the 
deep. And the Spirit of God was hovering over the face of the waters. This is a reference to 
the Holy Spirit.
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Q: When do you get the Holy Spirit? At birth, at 
salvation, or some other time?

A: Apostle Paul taught that we receive the Holy 
Spirit when we accept Jesus into our hearts as 
Messiah. He says in 1 Corinthians 12:13, “For we 
were all baptized by one Spirit into one body—
whether Jews or Greeks, slave or free—and we were all given the one Spirit to drink.” As well, 
Romans 8:9 says that any person who does not possess the Holy Spirit does not belong to 
Christ: “You, however, are controlled not by the sinful nature but by the Spirit, if the Spirit of 
God lives in you. And if anyone does not have the Spirit of Christ, he does not belong to Christ.” 
All this points to the fact that the Holy Spirit is a gift given with salvation.

Q: Am I supposed to feel the Holy Spirit?

A: Sometimes — for example, when the Holy Spirit is serving you as the great Comforter (re-
ferred to in John 14:26) you should feel comforted. However, the Holy Spirit is a gift of grace 
and not an emotional feeling. The Bible does not instruct us to base our relationship with 
the Holy Spirit on how or what we feel. Every born-again believer has the indwelling Holy 
Spirit. Sometimes his presence will be accompanied by feelings — but most often you will 
just feel like your normal self.
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Lesson #1
The Holy Spirit as the Ultimate Smartphone

Kids know God. They know Jesus. Just who is this Holy Spirit? Can we talk to him? Why don’t 
we hear as much about him? This demonstration using two cell phones will help kids under-
stand that the Holy Spirit is like the ultimate smartphone that puts us in touch with God at all 
times.

Scripture Verse
John 3:8 :

“The wind blows where it wishes. 
You hear its sound, but you do not know where it comes from or where it is going. 

So it is with everyone born of the Spirit.”

Materials
• Your and your assistant’s cell phones or a student’s cell phone

• Globe or world map (You can use a world map on your laptop screen.)

Preparation
Seat students at the learning table. Have your assistant prepared to do something on the oth-
er side of the room, though she should begin seated with you. She should have her cell phone. 
If you don’t have an assistant, your most mature student will suffice!

Lesson
Today, I am very sad� Turns out Ms� [Assistant’s Name] is moving to Tasmania�  I will cer-
tainly miss her� Does anyone know where Tasmania is?

Bring out your world map. Point to the United States. This is where we are right now�

Point to the little island just off the coast of southern Australia. This is where Ms� (Name) is 
moving! How do you think is the best way to get there? Take answers.
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Point out these places as you go along. Let’s see� 
She could fly from Chicago to New York� That’s 
a two-hour flight� And from there to London (on 
the other side of the Atlantic and a little bit north). 
That’s a seven-hour flight�

And from there, maybe she could change flights 
again in Egypt (at the base of the Mediterranean Sea). A plane can only go so far before it 
needs fuel, right? That’s a five-hour flight�

Look at the miles! Is she even halfway there yet?  How many miles do you think she has 
traveled yet? Take guesses. She has traveled, so far, 6,123 miles, and she has been in the 
air for over 14 hours, and that doesn’t include layovers!

Let’s keep going� From Cairo, Egypt, she could probably get a direct flight to Sydney, Aus-
tralia, (on the east coast of Australia). That flight takes 18 hours! What are we up to now? 
32 hours of flight time

The last leg of her trip will be from Sydney, the capital of Australia, to Hobart, the capital 
of Tasmania� That’s only a thousand miles! It will only take two hours of flying time�

So, after a total of 34 hours in the air, not including layovers, Ms� (Name) will be in Tas-
mania, a total of 9,676 miles away from here�

Bye, Ms� (Name)! We surely will miss you!

Ms. (Name) should have her cell phone with her. Have Ms. (Name) walk nine steps to the other 
side of the room, going “one thousand, two thousand,” and so on with each step so that she 
reaches the other side at “nine thousand” miles. Have her pretend to be picking up toys or 
sorting papers - something distracting.

Now� Here’s the big problem� I miss Ms� (Name) already� How do I communicate with her?  
Can I shout to her?

“MS� (NAME)! CAN YOU HEAR ME?”

Ms. (Name) completely ignores her.

Let’s go back in time next and pretend that these are the days of the pony express and 
letters going on ships� How long would it take for me to get a message to (Ms� Name)? 
Three to six months

Let’s move ahead a little to the days of the postal service� Fifty years ago, how long do 
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you think it would take to get a letter from the 
U�S� to Tasmania? One month.

Let’s move ahead a little more� Twenty-five 
years ago, there was Federal Express� It could 
fly any letter you wanted overnight� But it was 
expensive� I could get a letter to my friend over-
night but it would have cost around $60�

Then there was email� What happened then? Someone could get your letter almost immedi-
ately. However, they would have had to be at their terminal to receive it.

Today, there is texting� Not only that, but for a fee of only $10 a month, we have several 
great international texting services, which will enable me to set up a plan with Ms�(Name) 
so that we can text back and forth as many times a day as we want!

And since we always carry our phones almost everywhere���

Text Ms. (Name). Use your voice command if you have it so that the students can hear. “Hi, Ms. 
(Name)! I really miss you!” <SEND>.

Wait for Ms. (Name’s) text to DING. She picks it up, smiles and sends back, “I miss you too! Are 
you having a good day?” <SEND>.

We live in phenomenal times electronically. We can keep in touch with loved ones, even if 
they are half a world away�

But we also live in phenomenal times spiritually� We can keep in touch with God and Je-
sus, even if they are in heaven and we are on earth� But heaven seems even further away 
than Tasmania� How do we communicate?  Through the Holy Spirit

We don’t hear as much about the Holy Spirit as we do God and Jesus, do we? He’s a little 
bit harder to understand� In John 3:8, Jesus described the Holy Spirit as being “like the 
wind�” He said, ”The wind blows where it wishes. You hear its sound, but you do not know 
where it comes from or where it is going. So it is with everyone born of the Spirit.”

The Holy Spirit is a little mysterious�

Jesus told his disciples he was going to die� They were very sad� He said this: “Neverthe-
less, I tell you the truth: it is to your advantage that I go away, for if I do not go away, the 
Helper (or the Holy Spirit) will not come to you. But if I go, I will send him to you.” – John 
16:7
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If he’s more beneficial to us than the Son of God, 
then he’s powerful!

Sure enough, when Jesus ascended into heaven, 
he “released” the Holy Spirit for all those who 
enjoy a relationship with him�

What did that do? How did it change the world?

We can compare the speed of getting messages from the days of pony express to mod-
ern-day texting to the ability to get messages to and from God:

The days of Abraham and Genesis were like the pony express� The people did not even 
have the Ten Commandments or the law yet� It was difficult to communicate with God�

The days of Moses are like the early postal service� You could expect to get attention from 
God, but people thought they had to wash 15 ways, only eat certain foods, follow cleans-
ing rituals, and kill animals on the altar�

The days of the Great Prophets were getting close� It was sort of like e-mail� God could 
get messages directly to the people through the great prophets — but you had to be lis-
tening� Hardly anyone was! At the end of the Old Testament, the vast majority of people 
were spiritually bankrupt, like they all had viruses on their hard drives�

But! After the Ascension of Jesus, he released the Holy Spirit, first to all his disciples� 
That made the Holy Spirit available to us�

Can we text God? Not really� But we need to keep in mind that he is at the other end of the 
smartphone to heaven whenever we want to speak to him. 

And the Holy Spirit is the smartphone.

The Holy Spirit gives us a direct line to God that people in times past did not have� We 
may not entirely understand the Holy Spirit� We don’t understand how texting works 
either, but we sure use it!

Let’s use our faith, picturing God at the other end of the phone and in our speed dials� 
Let’s speak to him at least as often as we text!
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Game #1
Google Up

In this activity, the children will use smartphones to answer trivia questions and consider how 
the Holy Spirit is the connection to God, the way our phones connect us to information.

Materials
• Two smartphones

• Paper

• Pens or pencils

• Trivia questions (see add-on)

Instructions
1. Divide the class into two teams.

2. Hand each group the list of trivia questions (see add-on) and a device.

3. Set a timer for 10 minutes

4. Tell the children that the first team to correctly answer all of the questions, using the 
device to search the answers, wins.

5. If neither team has completed their trivia sheet by the time the timer buzzes, then the 
team with the most correct answers wins.

Conclusion
The Holy Spirit is kind of like this phone� When we need answers, he can give them to 
us� The same way we use our phones to connect to others, we can use the Holy Spirit to 
connect to God�
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Game #1 Add-On
Trivia Questions for Bible Lookups on Smartphones
1. Who built the Ark?
2. What was the name of David’s oldest son?
3. What was Paul’s job when he wasn’t doing ministry?
4. How many brothers did David have?
5. How old was Moses when he died?
6. What was the name of the man who wanted to kill the Jews in the book of Esther?
7. What was the name of Adam’s third son?
8. Who was Samuel’s mother?
9. How many books are in the Old Testament?
10. El Shaddai means what?
11. Which biblical prophecy is about the valley of dry bones?
12. How many Minor Prophets are there?
13. What was the name of Joseph’s youngest brother?
14. What was the third plague sent to Egypt?
15. What weapons did Gideon use when he fought the Midianites?
16. How long was Joseph imprisoned?
17. How old was David when he was anointed King of Israel?
18. Where was Jacob when he saw the famous ladder?
19. Who said, “As for me and my house I will serve the Lord?
20. What does the word Emmanuel mean?

Fold here to hide answers

Answer Key:
1. Noah, 2. Amnon, 3. Tent builder, 4. Eight, 5. 120 years old, 6. Haman, 7. Seth, 8. Hannah, 9. 39, 

10. “God Almighty”, 11. Ezekiel, 12. 12, 13. Benjamin, 14. Lice, 15. Pitchers, 16. 2 years, 17. 30, 18. Bethel, 
19. Joshua, 20. “God with us”
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Craft #1
Smartphone with Bible Verse

In the lesson we compare the Holy Spirit to a smartphone. This simple craft will not only help 
kids remember that concept — but they’ll learn a Bible verse too!

Materials
• Printable Smartphone Template Add-On

• Scissors

• Markers

• Crayons

• Glue sticks

Instructions
1. Ask the kids to cut out the template along the edge.

2. Fold the smartphone like an accordion- the rectangle on the left folding over the screen 
(like a case) and the back section folding back. You can glue the screen to the back so it 
stays secure. The case section will open and close like a book.

3. Have kids decorate their smartphone case in anyway they want. They can use any sup-
plies you have- crayons, markers, stickers, etc.
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Worksheet #1
Find the Words

Find the words from Lesson #1’s scripture verse in the word search below:

“The wind blows where it wishes. You hear its sound, but you do not know where it comes from 
or where it is going. So it is with everyone born of the Spirit.”  -John 3:8

Name:                                                         

Date:              

J Z
F N S Q N D D N U O S I M U U F E Y J
X L Z W D Y W J J R Q W O D V N L H B
O X T O X L
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T Z C N B E I J F O D S W U A R
C Z R B K V P R
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I Z W I W Y B L Y W F U F O O G Q F
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WIND
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WHERE

COMES

GOING

EVERYONE
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SPIRIT
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Lesson #2
The Holy Spirit Covers Our Messes!

Students write their problems on strips of printer paper, and then let them fall to the floor. 
Since everyone has problems... what a mess! Use of a bedsheet to cover the mess will allow 
students to write their blessings while sitting on top. Comparing the Holy Spirit to a bedsheet 
will show how he covers darkness with light.

Scripture
Romans 15:13 :

May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, 
so that by the power of the Holy Spirit you may abound in hope.

Materials
• Bedsheet, flat not fitted, preferably white

• Printer paper

• Pencils or markers

Preparation
Tear sheets of paper in half, then in half again. It’s okay if they are uneven.

Lesson
Jesus said a very important thing to his disciples� It followed his telling them that he 
would be crucified in a couple of days� They were sad� So, he told them he was going to 
prepare a nice place for them to come live with him forever� He told them they would 
become very powerful while on earth� He said that anyone they spoke to who believed in 
Jesus could share that power�

He said this: “I have told you these things, so that in me you may have peace. In this world 
you will have trouble. But take heart! I have overcome the world.” – John 16:33
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Just how did Jesus “overcome the world?” What 
exactly changed? Take answers, but they ought 
not know this.

Did you know that we have very different lives 
than the people who lived back then?  How are 
things different? Let’s find out�

Pass out half of the slips of paper and some pens and pencils.

Jesus said, “In this world, you will have problems�” Let’s try to write down all the prob-
lems we have had in the past year�

Encourage them to abbreviate their problems into a few words, one problem per sheet, but 
here are some triggers:

1. Problems with grades in school

2. Problems within the family

3. Problems getting along with people

4. Problems with shyness or fears

5. Problems improving at a sport or musical instrument

6. Problems with a recurring sin or bad habit

7. Problems with a recurring illness, or serious illness or injury

8. Problems with a trauma such as a car accident, house fire, or some really scary event

9. Problems with disappointment, such as a party or a vacation being cancelled or postponed

10. Problems with anger, hatred, or the desire for revenge

11. Problems being teased or picked on or bullied

12. Problems with not having enough of something

Think of times you either cried or ran in a room and slammed the door because you had 
to be alone� What were those circumstances?

Have students write down every problem on a slip until they each have five or six. Write down 
some of your own problems and share them with the class, so that they can hear some really 
serious adult problems.

Jesus said, “In this world, you will have problems�” Point out the slips of paper all over the 
table. “Was he telling the truth?”
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But he also said, “Be of good cheer� I have over-
come the world�” He overcame through the re-
lease of the Holy Spirit just after he ascended to 
heaven�

Let’s see how the Holy Spirit changed things for 
us� First, let’s throw all our problems out to God, 
who really wants to help us become bigger and stronger� Let’s throw them into the “God 
pit” for problems�

Have students drop their problems into the middle of the learning rug, and do the same with 
yours. Don’t let them ball the papers up. Just have them lay or drop the slips so that they are 
scattered.

Look at this mess� We certainly do have our problems don’t we? Here is what Apostle 
Paul says to us in Romans 15:13: May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in be-
lieving, so that by the power of the Holy Spirit you may abound in hope.

The Holy Spirit covers our problems with grace and peace� It’s sort of like this���

Unfold your bedsheet and have a student hold each corner while you lay it on top of the mess 
of paper slips. Don’t try to shake it across and lay it down, or you will have paper slips blowing 
everywhere.

The Holy Spirit can give us power over our problems� He can put solutions in our head� He 
can bring to mind wise choices we have make in order to get out of them�

The Holy Spirit can prevent us from worrying needlessly� He can fill our hearts with 
peace� He can give us the peace that passes all understanding� That peace can lead to joy�

The Holy Spirit can infuse or fill us with mercy, hope, forgiveness, and all good things�

In these and other ways, the Holy Spirit “covers” our problems� He puts a layer of God’s 
peace between us and our problems so that we are not affected in negative ways�

Hand out the remaining slips of paper and pens and pencils. While kids sit on the sheet, have 
them write their blessings and things for which they are grateful. Here are some triggers:

1. Family members with whom they get along well

2. Pets

3. Material blessings in their house or on their property

4. Good friends
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5. Favorite teachers

6. Favorite foods

7. Favorite toys or games

8. Awards, honors, ribbons received for school, 
sports, or other things

9. Developing talents

10. Favorite places near home where they like to go

11. Trips taken

12. Ways God answered prayers

With the Holy Spirit “covering” our problems with hope and peace, we can enjoy our blessings 
a lot more!

When you feel overwhelmed, remember what Apostle Paul said in Romans 15: that by 
the power of the Holy Spirit we can abound in hope - if we pray for God’s help and are 
open to receiving it�

And let’s think of the Holy Spirit like this bedsheet� He’s like a layer of goodness between 
us and all the things that tend to make us frustrated�

He covers doubt with faith, personal weakness with power from on high, frustration with 
hope, hopelessness with answers, and anger with love�
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Game #2
Quick Thinking Comfort Responses

This game will not only serve as a fun activity but will get the children thinking about what it 
means to be comforted by the Holy Spirit.

Materials
• Medium-size ball (soft enough to throw around indoors)

Introduction
Life can be a lot like the ball we are going to use in this game� Life can “throw you curve 
balls!” But the Holy Spirit is able to follow the curve balls of life and still provide comfort� 
Like Jesus said in John 3:8, “The wind blows wherever it pleases. You hear its sound, but 
you cannot tell where it comes from or where it is going. So it is with everyone born of the 
Spirit�”

Let’s play a game that shows how quickly the Holy Spirit can bring comfort to us and in 
what ways�

Instructions
1. Hand the ball to the child you would like to go first and ask them to give an example of 

something which makes them afraid or anxious.

2. They will then throw the ball to a person of their choosing.

3. When this person catches the ball they must give an example of something that would 
bring comfort in the anxious or fearful situation mentioned by the last child. Use a 
watch, smartphone, or other device to time five seconds.

4. Once they have said the comfort, they must say a new example of a fearful or anxious 
situation and throw the ball to a new person.

5. That person catches the ball, describes the comfort for the previously mentioned fear, 
cites a new fear, and throws the ball, and so on.
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6. You or students can “sound the buzzer” if an 
answer doesn’t sound like comfort the Holy 
Spirit might offer. (Just make a loud noise 
that sounds like a buzzer.) For example, if 
someone says “Bullies in school scare me,” 
and the person with the ball replies, “Play 
hooky!” we can gather that the Holy Spirit would not advise such a move. Stop the game 
and take a vote. If the majority vote that the reply is not a good answer, the person is 
out.

7. The way to win the game is through quick thinking. If the person catching the ball paus-
es and can’t think of a comfort within five seconds, they are out.

8. The last child to be excluded wins.
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Craft #2
Comfort Collage

Kids love making collages. Here, they will create one featuring things which make them feel 
comforted. Then they’ll hear the real deal: The Holy Spirit is the greatest comfort of all.

Materials
• Add-on Dove of the Spirit (follows the craft)

• Construction Paper

• Glue sticks

• Markers

• Scissors

• Old magazines and catalogues

Preparation
Print out copies of the add-on on white card stock, one copy per student

Instructions
1. Pass out copies of the add-on and have students cut it out.

2. Tell the children to make a collage of all the things they do to comfort themselves in 
times of trouble. They should make them in the shape of the dove. Explain that even if 
they have to cut things to not show everything, try to stick to the dove shape as much 
as possible.

3. They can draw these things, write them, or cut pictures out of magazines which repre-
sent their comforting activities.

4. Have them clip any stray edges when they finish. To prevent them from curling, place 
books on top while the collages are drying.
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Conclusion
Does anyone know what the dove symbolizes in 
Christianity? The Holy Spirit

The dove as a symbol of the Holy Spirit comes 
from Jesus’ baptism by John the Baptist, which 
is in Matthew 3:16: As soon as Jesus was baptized, he went up out of the water. At that mo-
ment heaven was opened, and he saw the Spirit of God descending like a dove and alighting 
on him.

We are so used to having earthly things to comfort us: a favorite toy, our parents, or a 
best friend� All of the things we mentioned are earthly things� Did you know that God 
wants to be an even greater source of comfort than the things we mentioned? That is 
why he sent the Holy Spirit, the great Comforter�

All our comforts are supported by the comfort of the Holy Spirit�

As Apostle Paul says in Philippians 4:7: And the peace of God, which surpasses all under-
standing, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.
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Worksheet #2
ROMANS 15:13 Cryptogram

The first part of Romans 15:13 is encrypted below. The second half follows! Fill in the blanks to 
see what the first half of the scripture says, then color in the letters of the 2nd half.

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

17 6 4 5 2 16 21 3 25 12 1 19 18 15 13 9 7 20 26 11

M A __ __ __ E __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ E __ __ __ __

19 17 11 9 3 2 21 15 5 15 16 3 15 13 2 16 25 1 1

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ A __ __ __ __ __ A __ __ __ E A __ E

11 15 7 26 25 9 3 17 1 1 12 15 11 17 18 5 13 2 17 4 2

__ __ __ E __ __ E __ __ __ __

25 18 6 2 1 25 2 20 25 18 21

...so that by the power of the 
Holy Spirit you may abound in hope.

--Romans 15:13
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Lesson #3
The Torn Veil and the Holy Spirit

Most Christian kids know Jesus died and was resurrected, but they may not know all the awe-
some miracles that occurred around those times! Exciting events include the dark eclipse 
while Jesus was on the cross, the veil tearing in the Temple, and people actually seeing arisen 
prophets in the streets! The veil tearing is a symbol of our new intimacy with God and Jesus 
via the Holy Spirit. He enables us to enter God’s Holy of Holies (innermost part of the Temple) 
with confidence.

Scripture Verse
Hebrews 10:19–22

Therefore, brethren, having boldness to enter the Holiest by the blood of Jesus, by a new and 
living way which He consecrated for us, through the veil, that is, His flesh, and having a High 

Priest over the house of God, let us draw near with a true heart in full assurance of faith.

Materials
• Discarded bedsheet or long drape (You are going to tear it, so make sure it is finished 

serving its purpose.)

• Curtain rod

• Scissors

Preparation
1. You are going to tear the bedsheet down the center in the middle of the lesson. There-

fore, cut down a couple inches from the top to start the tear.

2. Run the sheet or drape through the curtain rod. Try to keep the torn part from showing. 
(Tuck or bunch it on the rod.)

3. Find a spot in your room, such as a corner, that you can pretend is the Holy of Holies, or 
the innermost part of the Temple. Your assistant is going to hold the curtain over that 
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place and pretend the Holy of Holies is the 
space behind it. She should not start holding 
until you reach that part in the lesson! Her 
arms will get tired!

Lesson
While studying the Holy Spirit, we have been 
asking questions like how human lives have changed, now that the Holy Spirit is avail-
able to us�

Let’s look back at some Bible stories:

The Book of John says that to comfort his disciples, Jesus told them some things at the 
Last Supper:

1� that he was going to prepare a place for them (14:2)

2� that the Holy Spirit was coming, who would help them and provide peace for all 
circumstances (14:26-27)

3� the Spirit will receive from Jesus what he will make known to people (16:15)

Then, Jesus was tried and crucified� While he was on the Cross, amazing things started 
to happen all around�

1� The sky went completely dark for the last three hours Jesus was on the Cross (Mark 15:33)

2. The earth shook, the rocks split, and the tombs broke open� (Matthew 27:51-52)

3. A Roman solider, who had been standing in front of the Cross watching, fell 
on his knees and said, “Surely this man was the Son of God!” (Mark 15:39)

4. Here is a really interesting one: The bodies of many holy people who had 
died were raised to life. They came out of the tombs after Jesus’ resurrection 
and went into the holy city and appeared to many people! (Matthew 27:52)

5. Finally this happened: At the moment Jesus died, about half a mile away, 
the curtain of the Temple was torn in two from top to bottom. (Mark 15:38)

Nobody knows what happened to those resurrected saints on the day of the crucifixion, 
though they apparently visited family and friends� We are left to assume they ascended 
into heaven — either with Jesus at the Ascension or sometime during the 40 days preced-
ing�

But let’s look at the torn veil and see what that means�
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First, the veil of the Temple was made of fabric 
that was four inches thick. It was woven, very 
heavy, and it covered the innermost part of the 
Temple, called the Holy of Holies� It is where God 
would come to visit the Jews�

Have your assistant hold up the bedsheet on the 
curtain rod near the spot that is your pretend Holy of Holies.

The veil was meant to keep people back from the glory of God, because they simply were 
not clean enough. God doesn’t have a corrupted molecule in his being� So for him to be 
in the very presence of mankind could have created a strong reaction, sort of the way 
exposure to nuclear or radioactive materials are very dangerous�

Have your assistant glance behind the curtain then pull her head back again quickly, and say, 
“Wow, I think God is back there!”

The veil was for man’s protection�

The only person allowed behind the veil, into God’s close presence, was the High Priest� 
He had to wash in a very strict way, and he went in only once a year to make sacrifices�

The veil was 60 feet high — about five times the height of this building — and 30 feet wide 
— wider than this room�

Have your assistant stand on her tiptoes to hold up higher while trying to spread her arms 
wider.

When the veil tore, it tore from top to bottom� What might that mean? If the earthquake 
tore it, it would have torn from bottom to top, if tearing were even possible. It means that God 
tore it.

Help your assistant hold up the rod. Finish the tear down the middle. Look into the corner like 
you’re afraid something might jump out. Let the assistant discard the curtain rod with trepi-
dation, and hold one section up with each hand.

God tore the veil� He did it moments after Jesus said, “Into thy hands I commit my spir-
it�” He tore the veil between himself and mankind�

The tearing meant that from then on, anyone who wanted to know God and Jesus could 
go into the world of God� They could become friends with God�

Reach out timidly with one hand and put it in the corner just for a moment.
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But� How do they prevent the goodness of God 
from overpowering their fallen state and harm-
ing them now? What changed?

Jesus said this very early on in his ministry: 
“Flesh gives birth to flesh, but the [Holy] Spirit 
gives birth to spirit�”  He said we must be born of 
water and the spirit�

Each of you wrap your piece of the bedsheet around you and step into the scary spot, looking 
around and smiling.

When we make friends with God and Jesus, the Holy Spirit wraps himself around us� 
He cleans us� He stabilizes us� He makes us stronger� He is what enables us to come into 
God’s presence and feel good instead of bad� He is what enables us to hear God as op-
posed to us feeling a huge wall between us�

When we ask for salvation, the spirit of God, the Holy Spirit, wraps around us� He is with 
us for life so that we can always talk to God and Jesus� He delivers us into heaven when 
we pass over…

Spin around joyfully in the scary spot.

���and get our heavenly bodies from God and Jesus, so that we can live with them forever�
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Worksheet #3
Veil in the Temple Crossword

Your teacher taught you some cool things about the veil that used to be in the Jewish Temple 
and things that happened when Jesus died. See if you can fill in the blanks below that relate 
to the veil in the Temple!

Across:
1. Jesus died on this.
6. The veil is this many inches thick.
7. People at the crucifixion felt the earth 

rumble when this natural phenomenon 
happened.

8. The veil hung in this building.
9. The Holy Spirit now enables anyone to 

talk to this being.

Down:
2. Holy ________.
3. The veil tore from top to _______.
4. This tore when Jesus died.

5. At the same time the veil tore, this fell over 
the sky.
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Game #3
Make out the Image

This game will get kids thinking about the veil which used to separate people from God, and 
how much more difficult it was to make out God’s voice before Jesus released the Holy Spirit 
at the Ascension.

Materials
• Large images from a magazine

• Old sunglasses

• Butter or Crisco

Instructions
1. Spread a thin layer of Crisco on the lenses of the sunglasses so that everything is blurred.

2. Try the pair on to be sure you can see through the lenses but they are making everything 
blurry or fuzzy.

3. In class, let each child try on the glasses and look at an image.

4. Each child must guess what they are looking at.

5. The child to get the most images right wins.

Conclusion
In the Old Testament, people were not encouraged to speak directly to God� They gener-
ally sent a priest to God with their sacrifices� The large veil hanging in the Temple kept 
people from being able to get too close� When Jesus died, the veil was destroyed and 
people were suddenly able to get near to God directly� The Holy Spirit enables us to “ap-
proach the throne of grace with confidence�” Our sunglasses are like the veil� Can’t we 
see so much more clearly without them? Today, we communicate with God through the 
Holy Spirit much more clearly - and with confidence, too!
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Craft #3
Torn Veil Over Hebrews 4:16

This easy craft will give kids something they can take home to remind them of the gift we have 
in the Holy Spirit! They’ll also learn a key scripture by coloring it in and decorating it

Materials
• Add-On Hebrews 4:16

• Construction paper

• Old fabric, one 8.5 X 11 piece for each child

• Markers

• Stick glue

• Craft glue

• Stapler

• Twine, two pieces, eight inches long, for each student.

Instructions
1. Give each child a piece of construction paper, the add-on, and some markers.

Have them do the following, and be prepared to help with the stapling:

2. Color in the add-on, then glue it to the construction paper, like a frame, using stick glue.

3. Cut the piece of fabric in half except for one inch at the top.

4. Staple the veil and the twine using the instructions on the add-on.

5. Use the twine to gently tie back the curtain on each side with a little bow or knot.
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Lesson #4
Where in the World is that Rubber Band?!

Fill a box with 20 or 30 items. Have kids search for specific items using a timer. Their frustration 
will reflect on life before we had the Holy Spirit to guide our choices!

Scripture verse:

John 16:13

But when he, the Spirit of truth, comes, he will guide you into all the truth. He will not speak 
on his own; he will speak only what he hears, and he will tell you what is yet to come.

Materials
• Fairly large box, at least 12 x 12 x 12 (you can substitute a giant gift bag if a corrugated 

box is not available)

• Timer. Your smartphone timer will do.

Preparation
1. Cut a small hole in the top of the box big enough for kids’ forearms to fit inside.

2. If the bottom of the box has flaps, tape them down so that small items can’t get trapped 
beneath them.

3. Put 20 or 30 things in the box that are small and able to be identified by touch, such as 
a button, crayon, pencil, pen cap, empty pill container, thimble, spool of thread, rubber 
band, sheet of printer paper, Post-It, string of beads, Band-Aid, paperclip, stick of gum, 
ball, glove, sock, washcloth, envelope, etc.

We have been talking all month about who the Holy Spirit is and what jobs he does for 
us� The first week, we decided the Holy Spirit is like a smartphone� How is he like that? 
He gives us a direct connection to God at all times.

The following week we said he is like a flat bedsheet� How is he like a cover? He covers all 
our bad stuff so we can enjoy life’s good stuff.
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Last week, we said he is like the torn veil in the 
temple� How does that work? He wraps himself 
around us to prepare us to be in God’s presence.

This week, we are going to be playing with this 
box� Put the box on the table. Don’t let students 
look in. Shake it so they can hear stuff inside.

There is lots of stuff in this box! It sort of reminds me of my life on certain days� Have you 
ever had a day where you had to make a whole lot of choices? And some were hard?

Let’s see how the things in this box relate to tough choices�

Have students come forward one at a time. Have each poke their hand in the hole and try to 
find the one thing you tell them to look for: the rubber band, Post-It, envelope, etc.

Time their efforts.

Put the item they find back in the box at the end of each person’s turn.

How did it feel, trying to find one item in that box? Frustrating. Some of you found your 
item faster than others, but overall it was frustrating not being able to see what we were 
looking for�

If you had been able to see, how much easier would your task have been? Much easier.

The assignment was a lot like life in this world� We often have to find our way for answers 
to our problems, and we start with no idea where to turn� We have to “sort through” a lot 
of alternatives before figuring out where to go�

But according to John 16:13, when we have the Holy Spirit, we have some amazing help� 
He can see the future� He can help us with our choices� The verse says, “But when he, the 
Spirit of truth, comes, he will guide you into all the truth. He will not speak on his own; he 
will speak only what he hears, and he will tell you what is yet to come.”

Bring a volunteer beside you again. Open the lid of the box but don’t let the volunteer look 
inside. Have him look away.

Tell him to find a specific item, but this time, put your hand around his and guide his hand 
toward the item.

Once we all get to heaven, we will be able to see clearly� Show them the open box from the 
top. As Apostle Paul says in 1 Corinthians 13:12: “For now we see only a reflection, as in a 
mirror; then we shall see face to face� Now I know in part; then I shall know fully���”

In the meantime, we can trust the Holy Spirit to lead and guide us into all truth - and into 
the right choices for the rest of our lives�
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Game #4
Guided Drawing Game

This fun game will encourage the children to consider how the Holy Spirit guides us — and 
they will laugh as they try to draw blindfolded!

Materials
• Blindfolds

• Paper

• Markers or crayons

Instructions
1. Divide the class into pairs.

2. One child in each pair will wear the blindfold while the other child acts as the guide.

3. Explain that you are going to call out something for the kids to draw (Keep this difficult 
enough to present a challenge but not too abstract. For example: words like cat, dog, 
house, and church all work, while words like wind, laugh, and gravity would not.)

4. The guide must help the blindfolded person draw the image using only words.

5. The best drawing wins.

Conclusion
The Holy Spirit is a guide for us� God can see the big picture and we can’t� If we trust the 
Holy Spirit to lead us we will have a better shot at getting things right� Even if it looks like 
a jumbled mess when we first try, eventually we get used to listening and following - and 
the pictures become more clear�
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Craft #4
Map to Jesus

It will look like a treasure map — and it truly will be! In this craft the children will draw a map 
between themselves and Jesus demonstrating another way the Holy Spirit can connect us to 
God’s love and plan.

Materials
• Print out of “Treasure Map to Jesus” Add-on 

(1 per child)
• Markers
• Sample treasure maps (surf Google for “trea-

sure maps,” then click on the “images” option)

Instructions
1. Show the children the sample treasure 

maps and explain that they are going to 
make an imaginary map to Jesus.

2. They should draw a little picture of Jesus in 
one corner and a little picture of themselves 
in the opposite corner.

3. Then ask them to draw a path from their picture to Jesus.
4. Along the path they can draw little land masses and obstacles which the path will weave 

around: rivers, mountains, winding paths, lakes, etc.
5. Ask them to name some of the things that can stand between the peace and love of 

Christ and themselves.
6. Write these words on the obstacles and land masses.

Conclusion
The Holy Spirit is like this map� Jesus wants to be close to us and he tells us things like “love 
God with all your heart” and “love one another�” But we can get confused as to how to ful-
fill God’s word� We can feel lost� The Holy Spirit is like a map that will take us to the will of 
God and Jesus� If you follow the plan that’s laid out in the Bible and listen to the Holy Spirit 
when he speaks to your heart, you will find yourself walking with Jesus every day!
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Worksheet #4
Words to do with the Holy Spirit

The Holy Spirit helps us find solutions that are hard to see at first — like the answers to this 
puzzle. Find the words below to do with the Holy Spirit. There are no words going diagonally 
— only frontwards, backwards, up, and down!

Y Y C P A K B C
V N E M H Z M D B D S F

Y A J Z Z G T Z Z E N X O U F I
R P C J H X T R O U Z X B Y K P E S P K

Z F E J H H O K Q V F T T Q F Y W M J X E D
R J G T Y L O M Y U N E H T G N E R T S T G S N
K J S E T A C O V D A B C M N T D O P T R U T H
X A J C O X P D I S C I P L E S W T S Q F I O M
M N Q O Y X V K Z V U W M H B Y N E M Q W D J X
F A R S L U O Q A Z J N O I S N E C S A A A J B

Q Z T Y C E H P O R P K Z V F D T I R V N E
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